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Tell it as it is     

So much for the "one-week candidate." Jan Švejnar announced that he will extend 
until Dec. 8 his own deadline for deciding whether to run for president. This won't 

increase his chances of getting elected (still minimal in our view), but it will give 
him time to decide what he wants to achieve. He can try to be all things to all people 

(including the Communists), but he'll never beat Václav Klaus at this game. Or, he 
can decide to tell Czechs the way it is. He'll have the ideal platform for putting aside 
all the political double-talk and stressing the need to get this great country in shape 
by cutting the waste, the corruption and the crap. It wouldn't win him many votes 
from the very lawmakers he was indirectly criticizing, but it would jolt some voters 
out of their state of apathy. If he took this upon himself and declared on Dec. 8 that 

he has no chance of winning but will run anyway, he'd get our hypothetical vote.
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Glossary
to tell it as (or like) it is - to tell the truth, no matter how unpleasant it might be;to be all things to all people - to try to please everyone; the way it is - as it is (see above); famous U.S. news anchorman Walter Cronkite always signed off the air by saying, "And that's the way it is..."; double-talk - deliberately unintelligible speech; cut the crap - (mildly offensive) to quit talking or doing nonsense; (also an underrated album by The Clash); to jolt - to give a surpise shock to someone to make him act or change; apathy - lack of interest, indifference; hypothetical vote - the president is elected by the two houses of Parliament, not the people. 


